FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 23, 2003
Mixed Logic M24 Control Surface Accessories, Plug-in updates and Firmware
updates available now.
Cleveland, Ohio - The Mixed Logic M24 dedicated remote control surface is designed to integrate

with your favorite digital audio software providing familiar hands-on control for the computer based
audio production environment improving efficiency and enhancing the recording experience.

Mixed Logic M24 Control Surface Features Available January 23, 2003:
•
•
•
•

Accessory Kit now available including wood side panels, armrest and trim kit.
New M24 Firmware available featuring additional high-resolution modes and
several fader enhancements.
Control Surface Plug-in version 2.2 update available for Cakewalk Sonar 2.0 with
several new features and additional LCD modes.
Control Surface Plug-in version 1.7 update available for MOTU Digital Performer 3.0
with several new features including screen set support and additional LCD modes.

The M24 features 24 channels each with a 100 mm motorized fader, pan control and switches for
solo, mute, select and soft. The M24 supports extensive in-depth automation with bank swapping
and channel offset to access all additional channels and features a complete transport section with
Jog / Shuttle control. The M24 is the first control surface to feature complete dedicated equalizer,
dynamics and auxiliary send control sections promoting control familiarity like a traditional analog
console with all controls available at once for the selected channel. The M24 is the first control
surface to support in-depth control of multiple plug-in effects at once, on a single channel or across
multiple channels. For example, you could have several different equalizers plug-ins inserted across
multiple channels and be able to jump from channel to channel and use the same equalizer controls
to control similar functions in equalizers plug-ins from different manufacturers. You could also have
several different compressor plug-ins inserted across multiple channels with all control for the
compressors and the equalizers available at the same time. Faders can also be used for plug-in
control and any control can be reassigned as needed, depending on the host software. The M24
features 3 midi ports, a USB port and internal power supplies.

MSRP $3499.00 US
High-resolution images and logos are available under the Press section at www.mixedlogic.com

